
 

TALENT BIOS 
 

  

 

JOE DEVITO  

Joe DeVito's more than 100 TV appearances include The Late Late Show 

CBS, AXSTV's Gotham Comedy Live, Comics Unleashed, and the semi-

finals of NBC’s Last Comic Standing.  He was a regular panelist on FOX 

News Channel's Red Eye and a regular on FOX Business Network's Kennedy 

Show and he could be heard on The Anthony Cumia Show on SirusXM. 

Joe's first CD First Date with Joe DeVito was released on RoofTopComedy. 

Whether taking on relationships, his Italian-American family, pop culture 

or current events, JOE DeVito's dead-on timing, unexpected twists and 

sheer flights of lunacy make him a favorite at the top clubs in New York 

City and across the USA. His performance at the prestigious Just for 

Laughs Festival was rated "9.5 out of 10” by The Montreal Gazette. 

Joe's TV credits include two performances on The Late Late Show, three 

appearances on Comics Unleashed, two appearances on Gotham Comedy Live AXS TV, Comedy 

Central, and a semi-finalist turn on NBC's Last Comic Standing. He was also a regular contributor on 

FOX News Channel's Red Eye and a recurring guest on FOX Business Channel’s Kennedy, with other 

panel appearances including Chelsea Lately, CNN, Animal Planet, Discovery Channel, and truTV's The 

Smoking Gun Presents... 

 

JAMES GOFF   

Actor, comedian, and writer James Goff was born and raised in the 

South Bronx of New York City. In just a short time in the business, 

James has demonstrated the unique ability to bridge the gap 

between any audience and connect with them on a level that 

makes them feel they've known him for years. 

Not only has he worked with some of the best in the business, James 

Goff's appearances also include The Today Show, Gotham Comedy 

Live, Comedy Central's Open Mic Fight, Sirius Radio, and a 

performance for Superbowl XLII Champions The New York Giants. 

When he's not headlining around the country, James is producing a 

weekly podcast, The Force 2 Care Podcast, centered around surviving parenthood and speaking to 

at risk youth about overcoming life's obstacles.  
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JOE STARR  

Joe Starr studied acting at the J. Beckson Studios in NYC while working as 

a profession Stand-up Comedian. It was an early successful audition that 

led to a recurring role on "Important Things with Demitri Martin". With the 

wide exposure on Comedy Central Joe Starr caught the attention of New 

York's biggest Casting Directors and was soon Guest Starring on some of 

the biggest shows on network TV. Joe Starr's body of work continued to 

grow and expanded into major motion pictures, working with such 

luminaries as Oliver Stone, Peter Jackson and Steven Spielberg. He can 

now be seen on the hit CBS sit-com "Kevin Can Wait" as Enzo. 

 

 

 

 

JOHN ZIEGLER 

 
John Ziegler is a stand-up comedian from Long Island, New York. John is a 

regular feature performer at numerous clubs all over the country and recently 

performed at the Borgata in Atlantic City, NJ. He has opened for such headline 

acts as Bobby Collins, Jim Breuer, Gilbert Gottfried, and Sebastian 

Maniscalco. John was the winner of the 2014 "Funniest Comic on the East 

Coast" contest at Mohegan Sun. Be sure to check him out at his next 

performance near you. 
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